On February 24 at 5 am Russia launched a devastating full-scale invasion of Ukraine. Thousands of people have died already. Russian forces targeted not only military infrastructure but also civilian areas, apartment buildings, kindergartens. The number of dead climbs. Russia has breached the rules of international law, the United Nations Charter, the Rome Statute, and poses a reckless threat to world peace.

More than 40 million Ukrainians are hiding in shelters and need your help. Because of missile fire and explosions, people don’t have access to food and water. Ukraine needs your support right now!

All-Ukrainian youth movement “Let’s do it Ukraine” is the largest volunteer environmental movement in Ukraine, which during the war organizes an international humanitarian project, “Let’s do it Ukraine SOS”. It is aimed at helping the community and territorial defense volunteers and civilians in hospitals and shelters. All the collected funds are spent on buying the necessary food, medicines, hygiene products, baby food, and delivery to the destination.

If one person donates 1$ or 1 Euro for Ukrainian volunteers, the army, and injured people, together we can make a big change. Even if you can’t help financially, you can still spread this information on social media.

You can support the volunteer movement in Ukraine and help meet urgent needs by directly transferring funds. Let’s do it Ukraine official bank account:

$:UA143052990000026002015016745
€:UA843052990000026005025004249
Details: letsdoitukraine.org

If you have the opportunity to transfer large amounts of humanitarian aid (food, water, hygiene products, first aid kits, socks, thermoses, and everything else that may be needed in shelters and volunteers, territorial defense volunteers), please get in touch with us.

Responsible for the communication, humanitarian help: Mukha Oleksandra +380689519246, Aleksa Mukha, letsdoitukrainesos@letsdoitukraine.org, oleksandra.s.mukha@gmail.com.

The NGO Let’s do it Ukraine has been operating in 24 regions of Ukraine since 2014. Every year we implement all-Ukrainian and local projects. Thanks to the activists, local authorities, business, and media projects, the organization has already united more than 3 million participants in Ukraine. The movement is a member of the global campaign “Let’s Do It World,” connecting more than 60 million activists in 191 countries, which every year on the third Saturday of September join the World Cleanup Day in their country.

Raise your voice against the war, stay united in calling for support.
You can save dozens of lives right now!
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